
2nd XV Rugby Report – Autumn 2017 

 

The 2nds had a great start to the year with winning the first two games against Sevenoaks and 

Maths schools with some great individual moments from Nduka Marc-Anthony and Will Farmer who 

both managed to grab two tries each. Then after Will BC dropped out of the team after he 

discovered a certain new interest in life, we were stuck without a prop but thankfully we had Bolu 

Sodipo and Oscar Martin stepping up. However this was followed by a few hard fixtures in which we 

lost but the teams spirit and drive against Skinners was surely a highlight as we spent most of the 

game defending but the captain ensured the teams heads never dropped. This performance was 

followed what was probably the team’s best game of the season beating Duke of York 36-5 with 

great running from the centres Henry Franklin and Owen Chilvers who the opposition struggled to 

deal with. This showed how far we have come as a team as Duke of York previously beat Maidstone 

Grammar a team we lost to earlier in the season. With another win to follow against Saint Lawrence 

the team was looking on form again with the Pod system finally coming together well. This was 

unfortunately the peak of the season for us. Starting the second half of term loosing key players 

Toby Carter and Owen Chilvers to the firsts and with most of our hardest fixtures coming that side of 

the term saw a run of bad form. This bad run of form also correlated with Hika insisting a new name 

for the 2nds in which we became the wildcats. Although we didn’t manage to win a game from then 

on, there were some great highlights from the team throughout. Probably the most entertaining 

game being against Eltham with two great tries from Henry Franklin and the try of the season from 

Angus McGowan after incepting the ball in our own third, running the length of the pitch to score 

the try. Overall I am very proud of our performances this season I have enjoyed getting to know all 

the lads in the team throughout. Some other special mentions go to Ollie Hume and Joe Atkins for 

their great defence, Owen Mathews for his powerful running, Ben Hillier for his great distribution 

from scrum half and Sam Mason for his improvement throughout the year. Finally, a big thankyou to 

Mr Hillier and Des for being great coaches and always being there for the team. I wish all the year 

12s the best luck with rugby next year and I hope some of you can do the same for the firsts next 

year that you’ve done for the seconds this year. Up the Wildcats! 


